
ENDLESS STORY? 

 

 

The main title and topic of this year's PSZINAPSZIS conference is: 'Without borders'. 'Border' is a 

symbolic notion here, as not only one type of border exists in this sense, but various types, such as a 

group border or a personal border. A personal border involves a moral border, motivational border, 

and furthermore our behaviour also has borders. Borders might protect us but, at the same time, 

restrain our freedom. Based on these ideas, we will focus on 'I' (the self, the ego, our personality). 

Furthermore, we will focus on the borders of the so-called 'primary' group, in which we are born, 

grow up, and from which we build our own independent borders, i.e. habits, schemas, when we 

arrive at our own relationships. We will also deal with the rigidity, flexibility or the unlocking of 

these borders. The border might become rigid due to the transgenerational effect, since in our first 

relationship we usually rely on our schemas brought from our families. The border might become 

flexible, if we are able to accept our partner's schemas, harmonizing them with our own habits. 

Finally, by living through our experiences together, we can unlock the borders which seemed to be 

rigid before: every common experience contributes to assigning a new common border. The most 

intense common experience is the sexuality of a couple, in which the (body) borders of the two 

people dissolve and join, and if we are able to experience this feeling without anxiety, then the 

borders of the relationship get stronger.  

 

Firstly, let's examine how the border of 'I' (the self, the personality) which is individually specific 

but similar in each of us in its main characteristics, comes into existence. Its emergence happens in 

the so-called socialization process, in which we evolve the borders of our 'I' by the latent learning of 

our models' (parents') behaviour. In adulthood, the fundamental rule is to select the parent models, 

and to keep only the ones which we consciously undertake. Whereas, we also consciously step over 

or refuse other models (schemas, rules or borders) which are not appropriate for us. One of the I's 

early borders is: ‘psychosexual identity’. 

 

PSYCHOSEXUAL IDENTITY   

Since the moment of birth, parents have different attitudes to their male and female babies. 

Implicitly they suggest that the boy is more rough, aggressive and pushy, and he keeps to the rules 

to a smaller extent. Since the parents mediate their attitude to the boy unconsciously, he – also 

unconsciously – fulfils their expectations. As opposed to this, the daughter is kind, cuddly and cute, 

and does not step over the assigned border. The parents mediate this attitude also unconsciously 

with their daughters, who fulfil the parents' unconscious expectations as well. Since the child's self-

perception is formed by the parents' opinion about him or her, both the female and male child learns 

where the borders are, regarding thinking, emotions and behaviour. Moreover, although the child 

would like to step over the border with pleasure sometimes, he or she tries to respect it in order to 

earn the parents' love. The 'gender identity' formed this way, is a kind of experience, which comes 

into existence in the self between the conceptual borders of femininity and masculinity, and appears 

as a gender role according to it. This is the way that the experience of 'I am a boy' and 'I am a girl' 

emerge by the end of the second year of age, and this influences the behaviour of both genders.  

 

THE BORDER OF MASCULINE GENDER IDENTITY 

The masculine identity of boys requires the detachment from the mother, because it leads to the 

emergence of the experience of masculinity. This process is supported by socially suggested 

expectations1, and the influence of these expectations can be found even in the identity of the adult 

man. For example, it can be seen in the ambivalence of the adult male towards his mother's 

bonding, which is a signal of the fight for the maintenance of the masculine self. The adolescent 

boy has to hide his love for his mother more and more, and if he does not hide it, his peers ridicule 

                                                 
1 Chodorow (1989) 



him. This can be the cause of his anxiety in his adult intimate bonding, because his relationship 

reminds him of his suppressed emotion and desire towards his mother. If such a man 

(unconsciously) chooses a woman who fulfils his suppressed desire, he begins to be on the 

defensive and tries to designate his borders by emphasizing his independence.  

 

Z. is a 36-year-old man with two degrees. His parents were deported; his father died, his mother 

survived. Z. does not know how he survived – at the time of the deportations he was not yet five 

years old. Upon returning home, the mother found her son, but she was disturbed by the events so 

much that she could physically look after her son, but she was not able to emotionally educate or 

take care of him. The disabled mother was supported by her extremely intelligent son who got 

money from a grant for his good results in school and for some extra work besides his studies. 

Although the mother did not bond with her son, the strong relationship in which they lived and the 

paradoxical quality of this relationship inverted the balance between them: the boy was the 

breadwinner, an equal partner of the mother. Z. as a secondary school student lived his life with a 

narrow circle of friends, his poor conditions did not let him invite them, and as a university student 

he completely immersed himself in his studies. He did not even have a romantic relationship until 

the age of 30. After getting his second degree he met his first girlfriend at university, whom he 

married three years later. Coming out of the registry office, he asked his friend (who acted as his 

witness) to accompany his wife to the restaurant where they organized the wedding dinner, because 

he had to take his mother home as she had got tired. His friend's suggestion, that he should rather 

be with his wife and the friend would take the mother home, shocked him: he had not even thought 

about this solution.  

 

The relationship between the parents of the couples is also determinative. For example, an 

authoritarian father's degrading behaviour towards the mother, or the mother's similar attitude 

towards her husband. In the latter case, the boy might think that the mother also degrades him, as 

she did it with the father, consequently he rather stays in a passive, dependent, infantile role.  All 

this can cast doubts not only about the boy's self-esteem, but about his masculine experience as 

well.  

 

THE BORDERS OF FEMININE GENDER IDENTITY 

For the daughter it is crucial to see how the mother evaluates herself both in her own body and her 

gender role identity. If the mother degrades her own femininity, or her mother role2 is pervaded by 

anxiety, this can be interiorized by her daughter in the same way as the femininity of the mother 

which is alloyed of creativity and joy. A depressed or narcissistic mother influences her child in an 

unfavourable way. All of these things, together with the environment, particularly the father's 

feedback, influence the gender identity of the daughter.  

 

When a young girl turns to her father at the age of 8-18 months, she recognizes the emotions 

towards herself in her father's eyes. This has an influence on the formation of her 'I' and her gender 

role identity. For the young girl, the father's look works as a mirror which shows her as a woman, in 

this way the girl begins to see herself through his father's eyes. The family member who is the most 

appreciated, competent, independent and free becomes the model for the young girl, and also for the 

young boy. In a family where the father degrades his wife, the young girl builds her identity on "lest 

I am like my mother", and with this she isolates herself from the women's world, and tries to get her 

father's interest and appreciation. If the father appreciates his daughter's approach, because "she is 

not like her mother" – then the young girl might easily become her father's sweetheart, but not 

because the father evaluates femininity, on the contrary: it is because the young girl moves away 

from (the mother's) femininity. Now, let us step over childhood, and let us look at what happens to 

the boy and the girl when, as adults, they first establish a relationship with each other.  

                                                 
2 Pregnancy, giving birth 



 

Both arrive in their first relationship unprepared, bringing childhood experiences of the parental 

home with them. If these (unsolved) schemas incubate in the man's subconscious, he will discover 

his omnipotent mother in his partner, and having lost his mature masculine nature, he will fight 

against the fantasized bonding, but at the same time he expects his partner to take care of him as his 

mother. The girl recognizes too late that the prevalent prince of her dreams became a young boy 

expecting love and care. Despite this, she continuously reproduces the caring mother figure, 

because she longs for recognition, rather she longs for the man's love and his yearning for her. Both 

members of the couple pass this unconscious model on to their sons and daughters during their 

education. The so-called transgenerational infinity of the "endless story" can come into being in this 

way.  

 

Love makes the common borders of a relationship stronger. Love is the linkage of the idealization 

of the 'other' and its erotic attractiveness, through which we form meaningful relationship. However, 

erotic yearning has unconscious elements: by living through the ecstatic and aggressive impulses, 

we step over both our own and our partner's 'I' border. According to Ferenczi (1924) the preparatory 

steps of love-making (the touch, the embrace) serve the identification of the two members of the 

couple to each other and prepare the abolition of the border between man and woman. With this we 

violate a childhood prohibition, which is included implicitly in all sexual intercourse.  

 

THE BORDER OF A RELATIONSHIP  

A deep, intimate, long relationship functions between well-defined borders, but these borders might 

sometimes be an obstacle. The unconsciously persisting uncertainty and fear of childhood might 

appear in the adult parent role in form of an infantile border. If this unconscious fantasy is not 

present in the parents' wedlock, it means that they gave up the regressive identification with their 

parents, stepping over the transgenerational effect of the childhood prohibition.  

 

How do the adult man and woman imagine their adult relationship? The man would usually like to 

have a woman who usually successfully takes several roles in parallel, who is an adult, attractive 

and seductive, but sometimes, if the man needs, she should be motherly, girlish, and as 

understanding as a good sister. At the same time, the woman longs for a determined, strong, and 

protective man, who can be boyish sometimes, or an understanding older brother with a surplus of 

interest and craving towards her body, fulfilling the woman's unconscious desires, which are 

important characteristics of her feminine identity. The appropriately flexible border which is 

necessary for a relationship to work properly can be described this way.  

 

Both members of a couple have to undertake several roles in parallel, but it is even more difficult 

for them to feel which role is necessary in a certain moment. The roles always change, which makes 

the relationship more colourful. However, just like in a theatre, a lot of trials are needed, and it must 

be checked if some roles have faded away.  If both members of the couple play their roles well, then 

there will be order and peace, however. The balance might be lost when one member takes only one 

preferred role. In such cases, the script gets rigid. The script of a narcissistic man and his dependent, 

clambering, love-hungry woman can be like this. Or the script might get rigid in case of a dominant 

woman who is disappointed by her childish husband, whereas she always wanted a strong man as a 

partner. A similarly rigid script is an authoritative, sex-hungry man who is not able to accept that his 

wife has a limited sexual appetite (which in some cases is formed by the behaviour of her husband), 

or the one who feels guilty whereas the other has a reproachful role fixation. 

 

THE CHILDHOOD (REGRESSIVE) BORDERS APPEARING IN THE RELATIONSHIP  

The young girl and the parent: 

The young girl is educated in a way that her primary role is to give birth to a child, and to take care 

of the child as a good mother. Her toys strengthen this role, and one thing that is left out is what is 



important for men: the seductive womanhood. With this, some important childish pleasure is taken 

away from her3, and in return the only acceptable feminine gratification (the motherhood) is shown: 

the young girl's building identity is far from sexuality, more precisely far from the man's craving4.  

The boy and the parent: 

It is a problem for the boy, that he was brought to the world by a woman who was an omnipotent 

and adored being in the first years of his life. This experience is paired with an ambivalence in 

adolescence, and establishes the man's fight for independence. As an adult male he has to acquire 

and possess the woman, but at the same time has to keep a safe distance. Therefore, as an adult 

man, he always has a little ambivalence in his love towards a woman. According to feminists " a 

man never gets detached from his mother, at most he leaves her, but the bonding established in the 

childhood is indissoluble, because there is no mother who relinquishes her son. Women never get 

married with a man, but with the son of another woman." Women's mother-in-law-conflicts stem 

from this phenomenon, which usually last until the woman gives birth to her first son. From that 

time, she has the experience that finally there is a man in her life who is not possessed by another 

woman: for her, the son becomes a man who got the closest to her. The circle is closed: the woman 

whose husband got distant, now gets a stronger bond with her son, preparing the future distancing 

of her son from his partner. Whether this is true or not, is for everybody to decide. One thing is for 

sure, a woman does not happily accept if her relationship is directed by the man's childish schemas, 

because she would like to become a young girl sometimes who is beloved and protected by a strong 

man. But the young girl's education is directed in such a way that the adult woman is a mother who 

not only has to take care of her children, but has to take care of their father too. In parallel, the 

effect of the boys' childhood experience is also the same: my mother lived this way, so this is the 

proper thing. But why do women feel that they have to tie men to themselves by a motherly, 

'provider' activity5?. Why do not they believe that they will not be abandoned because they are 

attractive, or partners of full value, or because they have an attractive personality?  

 

The adult woman instinctively feels that if she wants a relationship of full value, she cannot become 

a mother exclusively, and instead wants her partner to remain a prince. The clever woman knows 

that sometimes she has to persuade her prince that he can rightly feel as a victorious prince. She has 

been waiting for the man's loving words, and as a ‘Sleeping Beauty’ figure, she only pretended to 

sleep: she would have demolished that certain bush around her with pleasure from inside, but as a 

real woman she could not do that. She had to let the man feel the winning experience of acquiring 

the woman. However, the woman sometimes happens to get into a mother role, and even though she 

does not feel good in that role, she is not able to change it. But who are these women, who accept 

this lifestyle? Answer: those who do not dare take their feminine identity proudly, who are not able 

to believe that a woman has the same value as a man, even more so when giving birth to the 

children. The woman who does not take womanhood, does not dare to show herself in the role of a 

seductive woman, therefore seduction gets isolated from her womanhood, which only appears as 

"housewife" activity. In the case of some of these women a sexual incompetence can be seen in the 

background. It is proven by the fact that if a woman gets competent sexually, she rebels against the 

one-sided provider role6, or becoming sexually competent in her relationship, she takes the role of a 

housewife with pleasure, which is not a service any more, but the proud taking of her womanhood. 

                                                 
3 For example, orality (do not eat too much: the fat girl is not nice), or anality (you made yourself dirty: a young girl 

does not do such things). In similar situations the boy’s masculine identity is shaped by performance-orientedness and 

the restriction of the expression of emotions. 
4 The young girl’s environment expects her to have a certain body conscioussness which is a ’specific body 

conscioussness’: it is linked neither to he father’s gender nor the mother’s body (she does not have breasts, a slim waist, 

tight thighs and bottom, etc.). The producers of the Barbie doll who make especially feminine dolls instead of the earlier 

genderless dolls (or which had only secondary sex characteristics, such as long hair) may have realised the painful 

deficit of young girls. The explosive success verified the fact that young girls feel femininity as their own, and they 

have a demand for it.   
5 See the slogan from the 20th century: „the best way to a man’s heart is through his stomach” 
6 It most often happens, if she gets competent in an outer relationship. 



 

In a long-term relationship it often happens that – since he does not have to fight for his wife any 

more – the man feels that the only way to be ‘a man’ again is to find a new target. This is his 

highlighted viewpoint, since he can remain a man only in this way7. Although his goal could be to 

keep his partner in a seductive woman's role. He should recognize that the woman had gone to the 

hairdresser for his sake, he should thank for the woman if she had cooked dinner, also for his sake. 

The most important thing is that both members of the couple should take their psychosexual 

schemas (the strong man, or the seductive woman), without asking for privileges for their right to 

have the role. Instead, he or she should make an effort so that the other could live as a man or 

woman of full value in the common relationship.  

 

THE BORDERS OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE WOMAN AND THE MAN 

But what is the relationship like between the woman and the man if they remain in the captivity of 

their childish ambivalence and conflicts? 

 

The man in the relationship: 

The man arrives from another relationship formed earlier with his mother. The wife is now a 

'licenced' woman, with whom the man would like to reproduce the idyll similar to the earlier one. 

But the situation has changed: in his childhood the mother was an omnipotent being whom he 

adored, but he was exposed to her love. Therefore, loaded by an unsolved oedipal conflict, the man 

is anxious about the possibility that his present lover will also have power over him, such as his 

mother did in his childhood. Therefore, he hides his emotions in his adult relationship in the same 

way as he did it in his childhood: the emotions only appear poorly in his verbal communication. In 

such situations, the woman feels that only her body evokes desire in the man, instead of the man's 

love for her womanhood and personality. For the man, the emotional manifestation is the possession 

of the woman: therefore, he tries to escape from the power of the woman, lest he get himself into a 

childish, inferior position. He does it in sexuality too: for his initiative the woman can reply, but he 

is not really interested in what the woman would like to get from him. He does not want to get into 

a dependent relationship, so he looks for some things to do out of the house: football, friends, 

fishing – and external relationships.  

 

The woman in the relationship:  

For the woman, the man embodies the psychic unity, which the parent could not establish with her 

because of the lack of body contact. The woman, through love, tries to experience herself as a 

united being, an attractive woman who creates the border of her identity. The girl impatiently 

expects the man's 'I love you' words, therefore she asks him over and over again: “do you love me”? 

– However, the same thing that could calm the woman down, means danger for the man: for him the 

woman's question is an annexing attempt, and this is exactly what was a trap for him through the 

way of becoming a man. The man is afraid of this in bed too, where annexation really happens. 

Whereas the man would like to loosen the common border of the relationship, the woman tries hard 

to strictly define it and keep it. In such a situation, both participants of the relationship gradually 

take off their adult mask and return to the place where arrived from: the frustrated childhood. The 

crisis begins when both participants feel that they did not get the thing from the other that they 

exactly had been longing for.  

 

Finally, we should clarify, how to avoid the traps. To compose it is easy, to accomplish it is more 

difficult: we have to get rid of our childhood schemas and reflexes in order that adaptation should 

not be felt as a pressure or constraint. We ought to try to find out what our partner expects from us, 

                                                 
7 A lot of women know it, and that is why they tolerate the husband’s para-relationship, as far as it is only about 

sexuality, but no emotions. However, this attitude might have a risk, since the long-term relationship (marriage) starts to 

get poorer as the common experiences, mainly sexuality, are decreased, which the man already gets outside his 

marriage.  



what is good for him or her, and teach him or her to do this too. We ought to daresay what we 

expect in return. To achieve this, we need maximum self-knowledge, a lot of trust, and even more 

courage. I wish you a lot of patience, stamina and success for this.  

 

(Held at Elte 2010, Pszinapszis Conference,  'Without borders' event) 

 

 

Translated by Kata Vadai 

 

 

 

 


